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The Dominion of War Feb 13 2021 Americans often think of their nation’s history as a movement toward evergreater democracy, equality, and freedom. Wars in this story are understood both as necessary to defend those values
and as exceptions to the rule of peaceful progress. In The Dominion of War, historians Fred Anderson and Andrew
Cayton boldly reinterpret the development of the United States, arguing instead that war has played a leading role in
shaping North America from the sixteenth century to the present. Anderson and Cayton bring their sweeping narrative
to life by structuring it around the lives of eight men—Samuel de Champlain, William Penn, George Washington,
Andrew Jackson, Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, Ulysses S. Grant, Douglas MacArthur, and Colin Powell. This
approach enables them to describe great events in concrete terms and to illuminate critical connections between oftenforgotten imperial conflicts, such as the Seven Years’ War and the Mexican-American War, and better-known events
such as the War of Independence and the Civil War. The result is a provocative, highly readable account of the ways
in which republic and empire have coexisted in American history as two faces of the same coin. The Dominion of
War recasts familiar triumphs as tragedies, proposes an unconventional set of turning points, and depicts imperialism
and republicanism as inseparable influences in a pattern of development in which war and freedom have long been
intertwined. It offers a new perspective on America’s attempts to define its role in the world at the dawn of the twentyfirst century.
The Persistence of Empire Jul 21 2021 The American Revolution was the longest colonial war in modern British
history and Britain's most humiliating defeat as an imperial power. In this lively, concise book, Eliga Gould examines
an important yet surprisingly understudied aspect of the conflict: the British public's predominantly loyal response to its
government's actions in North America. Gould attributes British support for George III's American policies to a
combination of factors, including growing isolationism in regard to the European continent and a burgeoning sense of
the colonies as integral parts of a greater British nation. Most important, he argues, the British public accepted such illconceived projects as the Stamp Act because theirs was a sedentary, "armchair" patriotism based on paying others to
fight their battles for them. This system of military finance made Parliament's attempt to tax the American colonists
look unexceptional to most Britons and left the metropolitan public free to embrace imperial projects of all
sorts--including those that ultimately drove the colonists to rebel. Drawing on nearly one thousand political pamphlets
as well as on broadsides, private memoirs, and popular cartoons, Gould offers revealing insights into eighteenthcentury British political culture and a refreshing account of what the Revolution meant to people on both sides of the
Atlantic.
Settlers, Liberty, and Empire Jan 27 2022 Traces the emergence of a revolutionary conception of political authority
on the far shores of the eighteenth-century Atlantic world. Based on the equal natural right of English subjects to leave
the realm, claim indigenous territory and establish new governments by consent, this radical set of ideas culminated in
revolution and republicanism. But unlike most scholarship on early American political theory, Craig Yirush does not
focus solely on the revolutionary era of the late eighteenth century. Instead, he examines how the political ideas of

settler elites in British North America emerged in the often-forgotten years between the Glorious Revolution in America
and the American Revolution against Britain. By taking seriously an imperial world characterized by constitutional
uncertainty, geo-political rivalry and the ongoing presence of powerful Native American peoples, Yirush provides a
long-term explanation for the distinctive ideas of the American Revolution.
American Revolutions: A Continental History, 1750-1804 Dec 14 2020 “Excellent . . . deserves high praise. Mr.
Taylor conveys this sprawling continental history with economy, clarity, and vividness.”—Brendan Simms, Wall Street
Journal The American Revolution is often portrayed as a high-minded, orderly event whose capstone, the Constitution,
provided the nation its democratic framework. Alan Taylor, a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner, gives us a different
creation story in this magisterial history. The American Revolution builds like a ground fire overspreading Britain’s
colonies, fueled by local conditions and resistant to control. Emerging from the continental rivalries of European
empires and their native allies, the revolution pivoted on western expansion as well as seaboard resistance to British
taxes. When war erupted, Patriot crowds harassed Loyalists and nonpartisans into compliance with their cause. The
war exploded in set battles like Saratoga and Yorktown and spread through continuing frontier violence. The discord
smoldering within the fragile new nation called forth a movement to concentrate power through a Federal
Constitution. Assuming the mantle of “We the People,” the advocates of national power ratified the new frame of
government. But it was Jefferson’s expansive “empire of liberty” that carried the revolution forward, propelling white
settlement and slavery west, preparing the ground for a new conflagration.
Empire of Liberty May 31 2022 None of the founding fathers seems more elusive than Thomas Jefferson. A
Virginian nationalist, a slave-holding philosophe, an aristocratic democrat, a provincial cosmopolitan, a pacific
imperialist--the paradoxes loom as meaningful and portentous as America itself. Indeed, they represent the deep
contradictions of his policies as well as personality, laid bare here in a provocative study of Jefferson's statecraft.
Empire of Liberty takes a new look at the public life, thought, and ambiguous legacy of one of America's most revered
statesmen, offering new insight into the meaning of Jefferson in the American experience. Robert Tucker and David
Hendrickson vividly portray a complex man driven by his passion for liberty and his longing for a vast empire. They
explore how Jefferson developed a new approach to diplomacy in the course of his bitter debates with Alexander
Hamilton. This new diplomacy joined a policy of territorial and commercial expansion with a dread of war and a
reliance on economic sanctions. It was with such an outlook that Jefferson met the two great crises of his presidency:
the threat to American security posed by the French acquisition of Louisiana and the restrictions on American
commerce prompted by the death struggle between Britain and France. The policy produced paradoxical success in the
Louisiana crisis but led to complete failure in the form of the Embargo. Taken to escape the alternatives of national
humiliation and war, the Embargo led first to humiliation and then, ultimately, to war. The system of war that
Jefferson had hoped after hope to reform by the Embargo was not reformed. In the end, Jefferson came close to
embracing measures which called into question almost every principle of government he professed to believe. Empire
of Liberty examines Jefferson's legacy for American foreign policy in the light of several critical themes which
continue to be highly significant today: the struggle between isolationists and interventionists, the historic ambivalence
over the nation's role as a crusader for liberty, and the relationship between democracy and peace. Written by two
distinguished scholars, this book provides invaluable insight into the classic ideas of American diplomacy.
The Politics of Place Jan 03 2020 A critical reexamination of Montesquieu's political science, revealing the primacy
of place in the development of the best political order.
Empire Oct 31 2019 A bestselling historian shows how the British Empire created the modern world, in a book lauded
as "a rattling good tale" (Wall Street Journal) and "popular history at its best" (Washington Post) The British Empire
was the largest in all history: the nearest thing to global domination ever achieved. The world we know today is in
large measure the product of Britain's Age of Empire. The global spread of capitalism, telecommunications, the
English language, and institutions of representative government -- all these can be traced back to the extraordinary
expansion of Britain's economy, population and culture from the seventeenth century until the mid-twentieth. On a vast
and vividly colored canvas, Empire shows how the British Empire acted as midwife to modernity. Displaying the
originality and rigor that have made Niall Ferguson one of the world's foremost historians, Empire is a dazzling tour
de force -- a remarkable reappraisal of the prizes and pitfalls of global empire.
Revolutionary America, 1763-1815 Dec 02 2019 The American Revolution describes and explains the crucial events
in the history of the United States between 1763 and 1815, when settlers in North America rebelled against British

authority, won their independence in a long and bloddy stuggle and created an enduring republic. Placing the political
revolution at the core of the story, this book considers: * the deterioration of the relationship between Britain and the
American colonists * the Wars of Independence * the creation of the republican government and the ratification of
the United States Constitution * the trials and tribulations of the first years of the new republic. The American
Revolution also examines those who paradoxically were excluded from the political life of the new republic and the
American claim to uphold the principle that all men are created equal. In particular this book describes the experiences
of women who were often denied the rights of citizens, Native Americans and African Americans. The American
Revolution is an important book for all students of the American past.
A Land of Liberty? Aug 10 2020 The Glorious Revolution of 1688-9 was a decisive moment in England's history; an
invading Dutch army forced James II to flee to France, and his son-in-law and daughter, William and Mary, were
crowned as joint sovereigns. The wider consequences were no less startling: bloody war in Ireland, Union with
Scotland, Jacobite intrigue, deep involvement in two major European wars, Britain's emergence as a great power, a
'financial revolution', greater religious toleration, a riven Church, and a startling growth of parliamentary
government. Such changes were only part of the transformation of English society at the time. An enriching torrent of
new ideas from the likes of Newton, Defoe, and Addison, spread through newspapers, periodicals, and coffee-houses,
provided new views and values that some embraced and others loathed. England's horizons were also growing,
especially in the Caribbean and American colonies. For many, however, the benefits were uncertain: the slave trade
flourished, inequality widened, and the poor and 'disorderly' were increasingly subject to strictures and statutes. If it
was an age of prospects it was also one of anxieties.
The Global Cold War Jul 09 2020 The Cold War shaped the world we live in today - its politics, economics, and
military affairs. This book shows how the globalization of the Cold War during the last century created the
foundations for most of the key conflicts we see today, including the War on Terror. It focuses on how the Third
World policies of the two twentieth-century superpowers - the United States and the Soviet Union - gave rise to
resentments and resistance that in the end helped topple one superpower and still seriously challenge the other. Ranging
from China to Indonesia, Iran, Ethiopia, Angola, Cuba, and Nicaragua, it provides a truly global perspective on the
Cold War. And by exploring both the development of interventionist ideologies and the revolutionary movements that
confronted interventions, the book links the past with the present in ways that no other major work on the Cold War
era has succeeded in doing.
Empire for Liberty Sep 03 2022 Tells the story of the men throughout American history who used the rhetoric of
liberty to further imperial ambitions, and argues that the quest for empire has guided the nation's architects from the
very beginning--and continues to do so today. By the author of The CIA in Guatemala.
Jefferson's Empire Feb 25 2022 Thomas Jefferson believed that the American revolution was atransformative
moment in the history of political civilization. He hoped that hisown efforts as a founding statesman and theorist
would help construct a progressiveand enlightened order for the new American nation that would be a model
andinspiration for the world. Peter S. Onuf's new book traces Jefferson's vision of theAmerican future to its roots in
his idealized notions of nationhood and empire.Onuf's unsettling recognition that Jefferson's famed egalitarianism
was elaboratedin an imperial context yields strikingly original interpretations of our nationalidentity and our ideas of
race, of westward expansion and the Civil War, and ofAmerican global dominance in the twentiethcentury.
Jefferson's vision of an American "empirefor liberty" was modeled on a British prototype. But as a consensual union
ofself-governing republics without a metropolis, Jefferson's American empire would befree of exploitation by a
corrupt imperial ruling class. It would avoid the cycle ofwar and destruction that had characterized the European
balance ofpower. The Civil War cast in high relief thetragic limitations of Jefferson's political vision. After the Union
victory, as thereconstructed nation-state developed into a world power, dreams of the United Statesas an everexpanding empire of peacefully coexisting states quickly faded frommemory. Yet even as the antebellum federal union
disintegrated, a Jeffersoniannationalism, proudly conscious of America's historic revolution against
imperialdomination, grew up in its place. In Onuf's view, Jefferson's quest to define a new American identity also
shaped his ambivalentconceptions of slavery and Native American rights. His revolutionary fervor led himto see
Indians as "merciless savages" who ravaged the frontiers at the Britishking's direction, but when those frontiers were
pacified, a more benevolentJefferson encouraged these same Indians to embrace republican values. AfricanAmerican
slaves, by contrast, constituted an unassimilable captive nation, unjustlywrenched from its African homeland. His

great panacea: colonization. Jefferson's ideas about race revealthe limitations of his conception of American
nationhood. Yet, as Onuf strikinglydocuments, Jefferson's vision of a republican empire--a regime of peace,
prosperity, and union without coercion--continues to define and expand the boundaries ofAmerican national identity.
Empire and Modern Political Thought Jun 07 2020 This collection of original essays by leading historians of political
thought examines modern European thinkers' writings about conquest, colonization, and empire. The creation of vast
transcontinental empires and imperial trading networks played a key role in the development of modern European
political thought. The rise of modern empires raised fundamental questions about virtually the entire contested set of
concepts that lay at the heart of modern political philosophy, such as property, sovereignty, international justice, war,
trade, rights, transnational duties, civilization, and progress. From Renaissance republican writings about conquest
and liberty to sixteenth-century writings about the Spanish conquest of the Americas through Enlightenment
perspectives about conquest and global commerce and nineteenth-century writings about imperial activities both within
and outside of Europe, these essays survey the central moral and political questions occasioned by the development of
overseas empires and European encounters with the non-European world among theologians, historians, philosophers,
diplomats, and merchants.
Emperor of Liberty Jan 15 2021 This book, the first in decades to closely examine Thomas Jefferson’s foreign
policy, offers a compelling reinterpretation of his attitudes and accomplishments as a statesman during America’s
early nationhood. Beginning with Jefferson’s disastrous stint as wartime governor of Virginia during the American
Revolution, and proceeding to his later experiences as a diplomat in France, Secretary of State, and U.S. Vice
President, historian Francis Cogliano considers how these varied assignments shaped Jefferson’s thinking about
international relations. The author then addresses Jefferson’s two terms as President—his goals, the means he
employed to achieve them, and his final record as a statesman. Cogliano documents the evolution of Jefferson’s
attitudes toward the use of force and the disposition of state power. He argues that Jefferson, although idealistic in the
ends he sought to achieve, was pragmatic in the means he employed. Contrary to received wisdom, Jefferson was
comfortable using deadly force when he deemed it necessary and was consistent in his foreign policy
ends—prioritizing defense of the American republic above all else. His failures as a statesman were, more often than
not, the result of circumstances beyond his control, notably the weakness of the fledgling American republic in a world
of warring empires.
Empire of Liberty Aug 02 2022 An original and stimulating critique of American empire
Power and Liberty Dec 26 2021 "This book deals with important issues of constitutionalism in the American
Revolution. It ranges from the imperial debate that led to the Declaration of Independence to the revolutionary state
constitution making in 1776 and the creation of the Federal Constitution in 1787. It includes a discussion of slavery
and constitutionalism, the emergence of the judiciary as one of the major tripartite institutions of government, and the
demarcation between public and private that was a consequence of the government"-Liberty and Education Sep 10 2020 This book takes the thinking of Quentin Skinner, Philip Pettit and J.G.A. Pocock
on republican liberty and explores the way in which this idea of liberty can be used to illuminate educational practice.
It argues that republican liberty is distinct from both positive and negative liberty, and its emphasis on liberty as nondependency gives the concept of liberty a particularly critical role in contemporary society. Each chapter formulates
and expounds the idea that an empire of liberty requires the existence of what are termed ‘liberty-bearing agents’, and
shows how education – with a particular emphasis on knowledge – is needed to foster the human powers which allow
people to become liberty-bearing. It is also emphasised, however, that republican liberty is non-perfectionist and noneudaimonic: the core values enshrined in an empire of liberty centre on non-dependency rather than the promulgation
of a certain way of life. Drawing on prominent seventeenth century contract theorists, the link between liberty and
authority is explained, suggesting that appropriate authoritative structures need to underpin the provision of education,
and especially schooling, if educational practice devoted to the pursuit of liberty is to flourish. Liberty and Education
will be of value to both educational theorists unfamiliar with republican theory, as well as republican theorists
interested in how their theory might play out in education. It will also be of interest to researchers and students from
the fields of politics and the philosophy of education.
God of Liberty Aug 29 2019 At the dawn of the Revolutionary War, America was already a nation of diverse
faiths—the First Great Awakening and Enlightenment concepts such as deism and atheism had endowed the colonists
with varying and often opposed religious beliefs. Despite their differences, however, Americans found common

ground against British tyranny and formed an alliance that would power the American Revolution. In God of Liberty,
historian Thomas S. Kidd offers the first comprehensive account of religion’s role during this transformative period. A
compelling testament to evangelical Christians’ crucial contribution to American independence, God of Liberty is also a
timely appeal for the same spiritual vitality that gave form to our nation and sustained it through its tumultuous birth.
Empire of Liberty:A History of the Early Republic, 1789-1815 Mar 29 2022 The Oxford History of the United States
is by far the most respected multi-volume history of our nation. The series includes three Pulitzer Prize winners, two
New York Times bestsellers, and winners of the Bancroft and Parkman Prizes. Now, in the newest volume in the
series, one of America's most esteemed historians, Gordon S. Wood, offers a brilliant account of the early American
Republic, ranging from 1789 and the beginning of the national government to the end of the War of 1812.As Wood
reveals, the period was marked by tumultuous change in all aspects of American life--in politics, society, economy,
and culture. The men who founded the new government had high hopes for the future, but few of their hopes and
dreams worked out quite as they expected. They hated political parties but parties nonetheless emerged. Some wanted
the United States to become a great fiscal-military state like those of Britain and France; others wanted the country to
remain a rural agricultural state very different from the European states. Instead, by 1815 the United States became
something neither group anticipated. Many leaders expected American culture to flourish and surpass that of Europe;
instead it became popularized and vulgarized. The leaders also hope to see the end of slavery; instead, despite the
release of many slaves and the end of slavery in the North, slavery was stronger in 1815 than it had been in 1789.
Many wanted to avoid entanglements with Europe, but instead the country became involved in Europe's wars and
ended up waging another war with the former mother country. Still, with a new generation emerging by 1815, most
Americans were confident and optimistic about the future of their country.Named a New York Times Notable Book,
Empire of Liberty offers a marvelous account of this pivotal era when America took its first unsteady steps as a new
and rapidly expanding nation.
Empire and Liberty Sep 22 2021 Empire and Liberty brings together two epic subjects in American history: the story
of the struggle to end slavery that reached a violent climax in the Civil War, and the story of the westward expansion
of the United States. Virginia Scharff and the contributors to this volume show how the West shaped the conflict over
slavery and how slavery shaped the West, in the process defining American ideals about freedom and influencing
battles over race, property, and citizenship. This innovative work embraces East and West, as well as North and South,
as the United States observes the 2015 sesquicentennial commemoration of the end of the Civil War. A companion
volume to an Autry National Center exhibition on the Civil War and the West, Empire and Liberty brings leading
historians together to examine artifacts, objects, and artworks that illuminate this period of national expansion,
conflict, and renewal.
Empire by Invitation Apr 17 2021 Michel Gobat traces the untold story of the rise and fall of the first U.S. overseas
empire to William Walker, a believer in the nation’s manifest destiny to spread its blessings not only westward but
abroad as well. In the 1850s Walker and a small group of U.S. expansionists migrated to Nicaragua determined to
forge a tropical “empire of liberty.” His quest to free Central American masses from allegedly despotic elites initially
enjoyed strong local support from liberal Nicaraguans who hoped U.S.-style democracy and progress would spread
across the land. As Walker’s group of “filibusters” proceeded to help Nicaraguans battle the ruling conservatives, their
seizure of power electrified the U.S. public and attracted some 12,000 colonists, including moral reformers. But what
began with promises of liberation devolved into a reign of terror. After two years, Walker was driven out.
Nicaraguans’ initial embrace of Walker complicates assumptions about U.S. imperialism. Empire by Invitation refuses
to place Walker among American slaveholders who sought to extend human bondage southward. Instead, Walker and
his followers, most of whom were Northerners, must be understood as liberals and democracy promoters. Their
ambition was to establish a democratic state by force. Much like their successors in liberal-internationalist and
neoconservative foreign policy circles a century later in Washington, D.C., Walker and his fellow imperialists inspired
a global anti-U.S. backlash. Fear of a “northern colossus” precipitated a hemispheric alliance against the United States
and gave birth to the idea of Latin America.
US Foreign Policy in World History Jun 19 2021 US Foreign Policy in World History is a survey of US foreign
relations and its perceived crusade to spread liberty and democracy in the two hundred years since the American
Revolution. David Ryan undertakes a systematic and material analysis of US foreign policy, whilst also explaining the
policymakers' grand ideas, ideologies and constructs that have shaped US diplomacy. US Foreign Policy explores these

arguments by taking a thematic approach structured around central episodes and ideas in the history of US foreign
relations and policy making, including: * The Monroe Doctrine, its philisophical goals and impact * Imperialism and
expansionism * Decolonization and self-determination * the Cold War * Third World development * the Soviet 'evil
empire', the Sandinistas and the 'rogue' regime of Saddam Hussein * the place of goal for economic integration within
foreign affairs.
Empire of Liberty Nov 05 2022 The Oxford History of the United States is by far the most respected multi-volume
history of our nation. The series includes three Pulitzer Prize winners, two New York Times bestsellers, and winners of
the Bancroft and Parkman Prizes. Now, in the newest volume in the series, one of America's most esteemed historians,
Gordon S. Wood, offers a brilliant account of the early American Republic, ranging from 1789 and the beginning of
the national government to the end of the War of 1812. As Wood reveals, the period was marked by tumultuous
change in all aspects of American life--in politics, society, economy, and culture. The men who founded the new
government had high hopes for the future, but few of their hopes and dreams worked out quite as they expected. They
hated political parties but parties nonetheless emerged. Some wanted the United States to become a great fiscal-military
state like those of Britain and France; others wanted the country to remain a rural agricultural state very different
from the European states. Instead, by 1815 the United States became something neither group anticipated. Many
leaders expected American culture to flourish and surpass that of Europe; instead it became popularized and
vulgarized. The leaders also hope to see the end of slavery; instead, despite the release of many slaves and the end of
slavery in the North, slavery was stronger in 1815 than it had been in 1789. Many wanted to avoid entanglements
with Europe, but instead the country became involved in Europe's wars and ended up waging another war with the
former mother country. Still, with a new generation emerging by 1815, most Americans were confident and optimistic
about the future of their country. Named a New York Times Notable Book, Empire of Liberty offers a marvelous
account of this pivotal era when America took its first unsteady steps as a new and rapidly expanding nation.
The Empire of Necessity Oct 24 2021 From the acclaimed author of Fordlandia, the story of a remarkable slave
rebellion that illuminates America's struggle with slavery and freedom during the Age of Revolution and beyond One
morning in 1805, off a remote island in the South Pacific, Captain Amasa Delano, a New England seal hunter,
climbed aboard a distressed Spanish ship carrying scores of West Africans he thought were slaves. They weren't.
Having earlier seized control of the vessel and slaughtered most of the crew, they were staging an elaborate ruse,
acting as if they were humble servants. When Delano, an idealistic, anti-slavery republican, finally realized the
deception, he responded with explosive violence. Drawing on research on four continents, The Empire of Necessity
explores the multiple forces that culminated in this extraordinary event—an event that already inspired Herman
Melville's masterpiece Benito Cereno. Now historian Greg Grandin, with the gripping storytelling that was praised in
Fordlandia, uses the dramatic happenings of that day to map a new transnational history of slavery in the Americas,
capturing the clash of peoples, economies, and faiths that was the New World in the early 1800s.
Conceived in Liberty Aug 22 2021 Conceived in Liberty is a cultural, sociological and geopolitical review of the
uniquely American notion that the country and its people are "exceptional." While all nations have their own patriotic
commitments, no other people have outwardly declared their power as vigorously as have Americans, especially since
World War II.John J. Tierney, Jr. advances the idea that liberty is the singular source of the power of the American
worldview and all other elements of this society?equality, patience, charity, justice, etc.?are derived from liberty. He
argues that this worldview comes from this one source and is responsible for the many movements that may engage the
public's interest, such as women's rights, civil rights, and voting rights. Such movements are all positive, but they could
not exist in a society devoid of liberty.Conceived in Liberty also traces other main components of the American
worldview: geographic expanse, immigration, energy of the populace, diversity, public policies, and the elements that
contribute to exceptionalism. Tierney is not blind to some of the deficiencies of the United States, but he posits that the
liberty it manifests is truly the political globe's last, best hope.
Empire and Liberty Jul 29 2019 Volume three of David Reynolds' award-winning BBC Radio series runs from the
origins of the Cold War to the inauguration of Barack Obama.
Liberty's Exiles May 19 2021 On November 25, 1783, the last British troops pulled out of New York City, bringing the
American Revolution to an end. Patriots celebrated their departure and the confirmation of U.S. independence. But
for tens of thousands of American loyalists, the British evacuation spelled worry, not jubilation. What would happen
to them in the new United States? Would they and their families be safe? Facing grave doubts about their futures,

some sixty thousand loyalists—one in forty members of the American population—decided to leave their homes and
become refugees elsewhere in the British Empire. They sailed for Britain, for Canada, for Jamaica, and for the
Bahamas; some ventured as far as Sierra Leone and India. Wherever they went, the voyage out of America was a
fresh beginning, and it carried them into a dynamic if uncertain new world. A groundbreaking history of the
revolutionary era, Liberty’s Exiles tells the story of this remarkable global diaspora. Through painstaking archival
research and vivid storytelling, award-winning historian Maya Jasanoff re-creates the journeys of ordinary
individuals whose lives were overturned by extraordinary events. She tells of refugees like Elizabeth Johnston, a young
mother from Georgia, who spent nearly thirty years as a migrant, searching for a home in Britain, Jamaica, and
Canada. And of David George, a black preacher born into slavery, who found freedom and faith in the British
Empire, and eventually led his followers to seek a new Jerusalem in Sierra Leone. Mohawk leader Joseph Brant
resettled his people under British protection in Ontario, while the adventurer William Augustus Bowles tried to shape a
loyalist Creek state in Florida. For all these people and more, it was the British Empire—not the United States—that
held the promise of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” Yet as they dispersed across the empire, the loyalists
also carried things from their former homes, revealing an enduring American influence on the wider British world.
Ambitious, original, and personality-filled, Liberty’s Exiles is at once an intimate narrative history and a provocative
new analysis—a book that explores an unknown dimension of America’s founding to illuminate the meanings of
liberty itself.
Empire of Liberty Jul 01 2022 Empire of Liberty takes a new look at the public life, thought, and ambiguous legacy
of one of America's most revered statesmen, offering new insight into the meaning of Jefferson in the American
experience. This work examines Jefferson's legacy for American foreign policy in the light of several critical themes
which continue to be highly significant today: the struggle between isolationists and interventionists, the historic
ambivalence over the nation's role as a crusader for liberty, and the relationship between democracy and peace.
Written by two distinguished scholars, this book provides invaluable insight into the classic ideas of American
diplomacy.
The Narrow Corridor Sep 30 2019 'As enjoyable as it is thought-provoking' Jared Diamond By the authors of the
international bestseller Why Nations Fail, based on decades of research, this powerful new big-picture framework
explains how some countries develop towards and provide liberty while others fall to despotism, anarchy or
asphyxiating norms - and explains how liberty can thrive despite new threats. Liberty is hardly the 'natural' order of
things; usually states have been either too weak to protect individuals or too strong for people to protect themselves
from despotism. There is also a happy Western myth that where liberty exists, it's a steady state, arrived at by
'enlightenment'. But liberty emerges only when a delicate and incessant balance is struck between state and society between elites and citizens. This struggle becomes self-reinforcing, inducing both state and society to develop a richer
array of capacities, thus affecting the peacefulness of societies, the success of economies and how people experience
their daily lives. Explaining this new framework through compelling stories from around the world, in history and
from today - and through a single diagram on which the development of any state can be plotted - this masterpiece
helps us understand the past and present, and analyse the future. 'In this highly original and gratifying fresco, Daron
Acemoglu and Jim Robinson take us on a journey through civilizations, time and locations. Their narrow corridor
depicts the constant and often unstable struggle of society to keep the Leviathan in check and of the Leviathan to
weaken the cage of norms. A remarkable achievement that only they could pull off and that seems destined to repeat
the stellar performance of Why Nations Fail' Jean Tirole, Nobel Laureate in Economics, 2014 'Another outstanding,
insightful book by Acemoglu and Robinson on the importance and difficulty of getting and maintaining a successful
democratic state. Packed with examples and analysis, it is a pleasure to read' Peter Diamond, Nobel Laureate in
Economics, 2010 'The Narrow Corridor takes us on a fascinating journey, across continents and through human
history, to discover the critical ingredient of liberty. It finds that it's up to each of us: that ingredient is our own
commitments, as citizens, to support democratic values. In these times, there can be no more important message - nor
any more important book' George Akerlof, Nobel Laureate in Economics, 2001 'How should we view the current
challenges facing our democracies? This brilliant, timely book offers a simple, powerful framework for assessing
alternative forms of social governance. The analysis is a reminder that it takes vigilance to maintain a proper balance
between the state and society - to stay in the 'narrow corridor' - and avoid falling either into statelessness or
dictatorship' Bengt Holmstrom, Nobel Laureate in Economics, 2016

American Politics in the Early Republic Oct 12 2020 Disputes the conventional wisdom that the birth of the United
States was a relatively painless and unexceptional one. The author tells the story of how the euphoria surrounding
Washington's inauguration quickly soured and the nation almost collapsed.
Churchill and de Gaulle Apr 05 2020 This book compares Churchill and de Gaulle as they thought, spoke, and acted
through two world wars and the subsequent Cold War. Although the world is very different now, this nuanced history
shows how thinking along with these giants of the twentieth century as they responded to the crises of their time will
make us more thoughtful citizens today.
A False Tree of Liberty Jun 27 2019 This book is concerned with the history of the idea of human rights. It offers a
fresh approach that puts aside familiar questions such as 'Where do human rights come from?' and 'When did human
rights begin?' for the sake of looking into connections between debates about the rights of man and developments
within the history of capitalism. The focus is on England, where, at the end of the eighteenth century, a heated
controversy over the rights of man coincided with the final enclosure of common lands and the momentous changes
associated with early industrialisation. Tracking back still further to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writing about
dispossession, resistance and rights, the book reveals a forgotten tradition of thought about central issues in human
rights, with profound implications for their prospects in the world today.
Empire for Liberty Apr 29 2022 Wai Chee Dimock approaches Herman Melville not as a timeless genius, but as a
historical figure caught in the politics of an imperial nation and an "imperial self." She challenges our customary view
by demonstrating a link between the individualism that enabled Melville to write as a sovereign author and the
nationalism that allowed America to grow into what Jefferson hoped would be an "empire for liberty."
Empire and Liberty Nov 24 2021 This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates
University of California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and
impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship
accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1974.
Liberty Is Sweet Mar 17 2021 A “deeply researched and bracing retelling” (Annette Gordon-Reed, Pulitzer
Prize–winning historian) of the American Revolution, showing how the Founders were influenced by overlooked
Americans—women, Native Americans, African Americans, and religious dissenters. Using more than a thousand
eyewitness records, Liberty Is Sweet is a “spirited account” (Gordon S. Wood, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The
Radicalism of the American Revolution) that explores countless connections between the Patriots of 1776 and other
Americans whose passion for freedom often brought them into conflict with the Founding Fathers. “It is all one story,”
prizewinning historian Woody Holton writes. Holton describes the origins and crucial battles of the Revolution from
Lexington and Concord to the British surrender at Yorktown, always focusing on marginalized Americans—enslaved
Africans and African Americans, Native Americans, women, and dissenters—and on overlooked factors such as
weather, North America’s unique geography, chance, misperception, attempts to manipulate public opinion, and (most
of all) disease. Thousands of enslaved Americans exploited the chaos of war to obtain their own freedom, while
others were given away as enlistment bounties to whites. Women provided material support for the troops, sewing
clothes for soldiers and in some cases taking part in the fighting. Both sides courted native people and mimicked their
tactics. Liberty Is Sweet is a “must-read book for understanding the founding of our nation” (Walter Isaacson, author
of Benjamin Franklin), from its origins on the frontiers and in the Atlantic ports to the creation of the Constitution.
Offering surprises at every turn—for example, Holton makes a convincing case that Britain never had a chance of
winning the war—this majestic history revivifies a story we thought we already knew.
The Pox of Liberty May 07 2020 "Werner Troesken looks at the history of the United States with a focus on three
diseases (smallpox, typhoid fever, and yellow fever) to show how constitutional rules and provisions that promoted
individual liberty and economic prosperity also influenced, for good and for bad, the country's ability to eradicate
infectious disease. Ranging from federalism under the Commerce Clause to the Contract Clause and the Fourteenth
Amendment, Troesken argues persuasively that many institutions intended to promote desirable political or economic
outcomes also hindered the provision of public health"--Dust jacket.
America, Empire of Liberty Oct 04 2022 "The best one-volume history of the United States ever written" (Joseph J.
Ellis) It was Thomas Jefferson who envisioned the United States as a great "empire of liberty." This paradoxical
phrase may be the key to the American saga: How could the anti-empire of 1776 became the world's greatest
superpower? And how did the country that offered unmatched liberty nevertheless found its prosperity on slavery and

the dispossession of Native Americans? In this new single-volume history spanning the entire course of US
history—from 1776 through the election of Barack Obama—prize-winning historian David Reynolds explains how
tensions between empire and liberty have often been resolved by faith—both the evangelical Protestantism that has
energized American politics for centuries and the larger faith in American righteousness that has driven the country's
expansion. Written with verve and insight, Empire of Liberty brilliantly depicts America in all of its many
contradictions.
A Nation of Outsiders Mar 05 2020 At mid-century, Americans increasingly fell in love with characters like Holden
Caulfield in Catcher in the Rye and Marlon Brando's Johnny in The Wild One, musicians like Elvis Presley and Bob
Dylan, and activists like the members of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. These emotions enabled
some middle-class whites to cut free of their own histories and identify with those who, while lacking economic,
political, or social privilege, seemed to possess instead vital cultural resources and a depth of feeling not found in "grey
flannel" America. In this wide-ranging and vividly written cultural history, Grace Elizabeth Hale sheds light on why so
many white middle-class Americans chose to re-imagine themselves as outsiders in the second half of the twentieth
century and explains how this unprecedented shift changed American culture and society. Love for outsiders launched
the politics of both the New Left and the New Right. From the mid-sixties through the eighties, it flourished in the
hippie counterculture, the back-to-the-land movement, the Jesus People movement, and among fundamentalist and
Pentecostal Christians working to position their traditional isolation and separatism as strengths. It changed the very
meaning of "authenticity" and "community." Ultimately, the romance of the outsider provided a creative resolution to
an intractable mid-century cultural and political conflict-the struggle between the desire for self-determination and
autonomy and the desire for a morally meaningful and authentic life.
Empire of Law Nov 12 2020 The history of exiles from Nazi Germany and the creation of the notion of a shared
European legal tradition.
On Empire, Liberty, and Reform Feb 02 2020 The great British statesman Edmund Burke had a genius for political
argument, and his impassioned speeches and writings shaped English public life in the second half of the eighteenth
century. This anthology of Burke's speeches, letters, and pamphlets, selected, introduced, and annotated by David
Bromwich, shows Burke to be concerned with not only preserving but also reforming the British empire. Bromwich
includes eighteen works of Burke, all but one in its complete form. These writings, among them the "Speech on
Conciliation with the American Colonies," A Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol, the "Speech at Guildhall Previous to the
Election" of 1780, the "Speech on Fox's India Bill," A Letter to a Noble Lord, and several private letters, demonstrate
the depth of Burke's efforts to reform the empire in India, America, and Ireland. On these various fronts he defended
the human rights of native peoples, the respect owed to partners in trade, and the civil liberties that the empire was
losing at home while extending its power abroad.
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